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Ultimate Kitchen Announces Warranty on Vacuum
Sealer
Michael Weir March 01, 2017

Ultimate Kitchen has announced that they are offering a five year replacement
warranty on their food storage vacuum sealer, listed on Amazon.

(Newswire.net -- March 1, 2017) Coeur d'Alene, Idaho -- Using the vacuum sealing
process to store food is a common way to make food last longer. Online marketing vendor,
Ultimate Kitchen, has recognized the benefits of vacuum sealing and is now offering a full
line of coordinating sealing products.

Air promotes the growth of bacteria on food. Therefore, removing the air when sealing
food can increase the lifespan of perishables. The company offers three different sealing
machines, as well as plastic sealing bags and canisters that will all function together.

Fresh or cooked foods can be sealed and neatly stacked in a freezer, refrigerator or pantry until needed. Meals can be
prepared in advance and sealed for future use. Meats can be marinated in a shorter amount of time.

“The Ultimate Kitchen five year replacement warranty we are offering on our compact sealer is a demonstration of our
confidence in a great product,” said Suzanne Weir, Marketing Director for Ultimate Kitchen. “It is our commitment to
complete customer satisfaction. Not many companies back their products for one year, let alone five years. But we
want our customers to be confident in the Ultimate Kitchen brand and satisfied in their purchase. If there is a problem
with the sealer, simply contact Ultimate Kitchen and we will immediately ship out a replacement. Usually it will arrive in
two days.”

The Ultimate Kitchen compact vacuum sealer is listed on Amazon. It was first released in 2016, joining the company’s
vacuum sealing product line. To date, it has received a high star Amazon rating from purchasers.

Buyer Sara Jeanne said in a review posted on the listing page, “My first unit was faulty and I planned to return it for a
refund, but the very responsive customer service department sent me a new one. So far, it works well and up to
expectations. I appreciate how they stood by their product!”

“Good strong vacuum, heat-sealing is quick,” said Zachary Cerniga in a review. “Easy to use. Comes with a 2 x 50ft roll
(a 7" wide and an 11" wide) of bag - just cut a piece and seal both ends."

Ultimate Kitchen’s compact vacuum sealer is listed exclusively on Amazon, for $44.95. Prime members will receive
free shipping. The white vacuum sealer is a compact model and will work with any plastic sealing bags. It can also
reseal cereal and chip bags. Included in the purchase is a plastic tube to attach to the Ultimate Kitchen food storage
canisters. The machine is 16.6 inches long, so can fit into a drawer or pantry. It features settings for normal, delicate or
moist food sealing. The sealer will come with written instructions, but will also come with access to a web video that will
show a demonstration of how to vacuum seal foods.

About Ultimate Home

Ultimate Kitchen branded products are a part of the Ultimate Home collection of high quality kitchen products ranging
from sink soap dispensers, kitchen faucets, chef knives, and food vacuum sealers. Ultimate Kitchen products are
available at Amazon.com and Walmart.com.

Ultimate Home

2101 Lakewood Drive 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
United States
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